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N E W S

Shipping Titans Battle Soaring Freight Expenses & Cargo 

Turbulence Amidst Red Sea Upheavel

Amid ongoing Red Sea diversions by shipping giants like 

Maersk, CMA, logistics managers are globally 

confronting a dual challenge of escalating ocean and air 

freight prices alongside cargo disruptions due to 

heightened security risks posed by Houthis. As of Dec 

22, 158 vessels were diverted from the Red Sea.

Attacks by Yemen’s Houthi militants on ships in the Red 

Sea are disrupting maritime trade through the Suez 

Canal with some vessels re-routing to a much longer 

East-West route via the southern tip of Africa.

The major carriers remain divided on sending vessels 

through the Suez Canal and the Red Sea as they 

continue to acknowledge that safety remains a concern. 

With the deployment of the international security coalition 

in the region, several carriers including Maersk are 

beginning to restore some services while others continue 

to say it is too soon due to the instability and safety 

issues.

CMA CGM also reported to customers that some vessels 

have made the transit through the Red Sea and that it 

was currently devising plans for the gradual increase in 

the number of vessels transiting through the Suez Canal.

After one of its vessels was attacked yesterday off the 

coast of Yemen, MSC Mediterranean Shipping 

Company said “Until their safety can be ensured MSC 

will continue to reroute vessels booked for Suez transit 

via the Cape of Good Hope.

Re-routing ships around Africa and away from the Suez 

Canal following attacks on commercial vessels in the 

Red Sea adds costs for shipping companies.

Container shipping is likely to see the largest freight 

rate increases, followed by bulk carriers. Tankers, 

many of which originate from the Middle East, are 

already enjoying high rates so rises may be limited. Air 

cargo rates may also benefit from demand for time-

sensitive shipments.
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